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Summary

Mobile devices provide more than a small screen to repackage existing forms of the dreaded "eLearning module." They allow us to create new kinds of locative educational experiences that use physical contexts to illuminate systemic concepts. In this session we will demonstrate ARIS, an open source tool for creating mobile games, tours, and interactive stories that are played on the Apple iOS family of devices.

ARIS began as a rapid mobile game prototyping tool for students in the Games, Learning, and Society research community at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and now has a worldwide community which has produced hundreds of designs. To access the tool, follow the “Make Games” link at http://arisgames.org

Documentation is provided as a set of training video tutorials and short documents available at the above link. The community forms are hosted by Google groups and are available from the ARIS website as well as http://groups.google.com/group/arismobile

The free client can be downloaded by searching for ARIS at the Apple App Store.
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